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As we emerge from the dog days of summer to what we can hope will be a cooler fall, we should note

that there's been a change that made these recent hot months a bit more bearable for soldiers in the

Army. After a 10-day test project at Fort Hood, TX, surely one of the warmer bases, the Army now

allows soldiers to roll up their sleeves on combat uniforms. Personnel in all other armed forces were

already allowed to roll them up in warm-weather months, but the Army had banned the practice in

2005. Now, soldiers can beat the heat by keeping their guns out when using their weapons in the hot

sun.

We don't often think of the folks in Congress rolling up their sleeves, but there are a couple of pieces

of legislation right now that could be deeply beneficial to community banks.

One of the bills, the Main Street Fairness Act, (House Resolution 5076, if you like to keep track of

those things), is designed to watch out for small businesses. Depending on size, this would even

include some banks.

The idea behind the bill is to protect pass-through businesses like Subchapter S community banks,

which pay no corporate income tax and instead pass their earnings directly on to their owners.

Individuals in the highest tax bracket pay federal rates of 39.6%, while the top corporate rate is 35%.

While that difference isn't big, talk of cutting the corporate rate to 25% or less may leave small

businesses paying higher rates than large ones.

Unfortunately, the bill is tied to corporate tax reform and Congress is woefully behind on doing

something there. Fortunately, there is another bill known as the Capital Access For Small Business

Banks Act (H.R. 2789). This one is narrower and could be seen as a community-bank-friendly act that

could be rolled into other legislation.

This legislation would raise the limit on shareholders in a Sub S corporation from 100 to 500, making

it easier for a community bank to expand its shareholder base and yet retain its pass-through status.

It also would allow Subchapter S banks to issue preferred stock (today they can only issue common

shares) and make the dividends paid on that preferred stock tax-deductible. Not bad and it may push

some banks to switch to Sub S status even perhaps.

The bill in theory could help a family-held community bank raise new equity capital without diluting

control over the bank. Further it would allow community banks to adopt higher Basel III capital

requirements if they so elected.
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Of course, expanding the ability of banks to remain pass-through entities, and allowing the dividends

to be deducted, would have a negative impact on federal tax revenue. This hasn't been quantified by

the Congressional number-crunchers, but it's a hurdle the sponsor will probably have to overcome.

While not much is expected to happen before November, there is some hope that the proposals may

find life by getting attached to a bigger bill, so community bankers tracking such things are hopeful

this time could be different.

In the meantime, let's hope Congress rolls up their sleeves and pushes through some legislation that

will help support community bankers before they get burned again by the unbearable heat of

regulation going on amid all that is DC.
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Change Drivers

Research by the World Economic Forum on jobs finds the top demographic and socio-economic

drivers of change are: changing nature of work, flexible work (44%), middle class in emerging

markets (23%), climate change, natural resources (23%), geopolitical volatility (21%) and consumer

ethics, privacy issues (16%).

Revenue Drivers

A KPMG survey of 100 executives at banks with assets between $1B and $20B finds the biggest

drivers of revenue growth in the next 1 to 3Ys are: asset and wealth management (50%), credit cards

(42%), C&I loans (30%) and M&A activity (30%).

Branch Closures

The FDIC reports US banks have reduced the number of bank branches by 6%, since hitting the high

water mark in 2009 (total number of branches open at the end of 2015 was 93,283, the lowest level

in 10Ys), while the number of FDIC insured banks has declined 25% over the same period.

Young Bank Failures

The latest FDIC supervisory insights report finds the failure rate of banks established between 2000

and 2008 was more than 2x that of small established banks. Of note, out of 1,042 de novo institutions

chartered between 2000 and 2008, 133 (12.8%) failed, representing more than double the failure rate

of 4.9 percent for established small banks.

Banking AI

US community bankers should note that an article in Banking Technology points out Sweden's

national bank has an app that already handles more than 30,000 customer conversations per month

and resolves customer problems about 78% of the time.

Bank Fees

Moneyrates.com reports the average American pays $159 per year in checking account fees.

Meanwhile, banks >$15B charge an average fee of $14.93 vs. $11.06 for medium sized banks and

$11.09 for smaller banks.
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